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Disclaimer
• I am not an authorised financial advisor.
• This is not an investment recommendation.
• Past performance does not guarantee future return.
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"YOU, OWNER OF 
PROFITABLE COMPANIES ALL 
OVER THE WORLD"
• You won't get rich working 
for others - or even for 
yourself - from 9 am to 6 pm 
every day.
"FREE TIME IN THE FUTURE”
• For a decent retirement, you 
need to put your money to 
work for you and wait the 
time act on it.
WHY PASSIVE INVESTING?
"IF YOU CAN'T BEAT IT, JOIN IT"
• In the long run, very few investors 
are able to consistently "beat the 
market", with low risk.
"INVESTING SHOULD BE AS 
BORING AS WATCHING THE 
GRASS TO GROW"
• Do not waste your time reading 
balance sheets to find "the next 
Tesla": it’s the time in the market 
and regular contributions that 
will buy you "free time in the 
future".
• Dedicate your hours for your 
current source of income (or even 
new ones), but put your savings 
(and time) to work for you!
Source: https://www.spglobal.com/spdji/en/research-insights/spiva/
WHY PASSIVE INVESTING?
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• An investment strategy, aiming to 
obtain the same average return as 
the stock market indexes, such as 
S&P 500 or NZX 50.
• Implemented via index funds: greater 
diversification (and consequently less 
risky) than picking isolated companies’ 
shares.
• Requires less effort (and knowledge): 
– it avoids unnecessary buys and sells
– tends to have returns similar to active 
investing, in the long run.
ETFs (or index funds):
• ETF (Exchange Traded Fund) is a 
financial asset traded on the stock 
exchange. It replicates the 
performance of a given index.
• ETFs are used in the passive 
investment strategy as they are 
naturally diversified and have lower 
management fees.
• Examples of NZX’s ETFs: 
– Smartshares NZ Top 50 (FNZ)
– Smartshares Emerging Markets ETF (EMF)
– Smartshares S&P/ASX 200 ETF (AUS)
– Smartshares Global Equities ESG ETF (ESG)
EXAMPLE OF A SIMPLE PASSIVE 
PORTFOLIO, WITH JUST 4 ETFs:
25% in Developed Markets 
Equities
• Invest in listed companies 
from developed markets: US, 
Europe, Japan, etc
25% in New Zealand Equities
• Invest in the local New 
Zealand listed companies.
25% in Emerging Market 
Equities
• Invest in listed companies from 
Emerging Markets: China, 
Russia, Brazil, Mexico, etc
25% in Australian Equities
• Invest in Australian listed 
companies.
3 STEPS TO IMPLEMENT THE 
PASSIVE STRATEGY?
Step 1: Objectives, profile and portfolio
• Define your investment goals (ex: 12% return per year) 
and build a portfolio with assets that have the 
capability to achieve the goals but that also fits your 
profile as an investor (conservative, moderate, 
aggressive, etc)
STEP1 DATA SCIENCE TOOLS & 
TECHNIQUES
• For checking (statistical) capability: Normality Test, Mean, Standard Deviation, 
Confidence Intervals, Hypothesis Testing, Control Charts, Sigma level
• For selecting assets classes and assets and composing the portfolio: (in addition 
to the ones above) DOE-Design of Experiments, ANOVA, Back testing, Correlation
https://www.statskingdom.com/320ShapiroWilk.html
WHAT ARE EXAMPLES OF LONG-TERM 
FINANCIAL GOALS?
Example 1: Preservation of 
capital
• for example, a return target of 
around 1.5% per year.
Example 2: Protection against 
inflation and/or devaluation of 
the currency
• a return target of 3 to 5% per 
year.
Example 3: Passive income
• a target of 0.40% per month, 
similar to the returns of real 
estate rentals.
Example 4: Monetizing capital
• an average return expectation 
from 8 to 12% per year.
EXPECTED RETURNS (AND RISKS)
https://advisor.visualcapitalist.com/asset-class-risk-and-return/
https://www.visualcapitalist.com/historical-returns-by-asset-class/
(GLOBALLY) DIVERSIFIED & LOW CORRELATED 
ASSETS
(GLOBAL) DIVERSIFICATION & CAPITALISATION 
WEIGHTED PORTFOLIO








3 STEPS TO IMPLEMENT THE 
PASSIVE STRATEGY?
Step 2: Stay invested
• Contribute periodically to your portfolio (and re-balance 
it whenever needed).
STEP2 DATA SCIENCE TOOLS & 
TECHNIQUES
• For Predictions: (in addition 
to the previously mentioned 
ones) Interval 












3 STEPS TO IMPLEMENT THE 
PASSIVE STRATEGY?
Step 3: Time and opportunities
• Do not panic about crisis or negative news: take 
advantage of opportunities and market 
conditions/cycles.
• Let the time (ie. compound interest!) to act, protecting 
and monetizing your capital in the long run.
STEP3 DATA SCIENCE TOOLS & 
TECHNIQUES
• For recognizing opportunities: Hypothesis testing, Control 
Charts, RSI-Relative Strength Index
https://www.statskingdom.com/outlier-calculator.html
Where is the market going to?
Tool: https://graphite-note.com/
Should I wait for corrections?
https://themeasureofaplan.com/market-timing/
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Conclusion
• Investing is a fascinating topic.
• Active (supp. by Industry) x Passive (supp. by 
Academia) Strategies is an interesting debate.
• Other disciplines, such as Data Science, can also be part 
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Bonus
Should I time the market?
Source: https://www.visualcapitalist.com/anatomy-market-correction/
EXPECTED KIWISAVER RETURNS (AND FEES)
Source: https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/fmaadmin/viz/FMAKiwiSaverTracker/Story1
SHOULD I BUY OR SHOULD I RENT?
Source: https://www.economist.com/graphic-detail/global-house-prices
